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Pha8e-equilibriurn 8tudie8in the sY8tem NaAlSi04
(nepheline)-KAlSi04 (kalsilite)-SiOrH~O

With Plate IX

By D. L. HA1\ULTO~ and W. S. ;VL>l.cKEXZIE

Department of Geology, Manchester l'niversity

SUlt/lt/afY. Phase-equilibrium relation" have been determine:1 at 1000 kg/em2
water pressure for eompositions within the system 1\aAISi30R-KAISi30R-SaAJSiO,-
KAISiO, in the area adjacent to the temper'atllre minimum. The composition and
temperature of the Illininlllfn are N850K~HJQZ31and 7;,)(Y:

7° C respectively. ~rhe
compositions of 10:2 plutonie ro('ks and 122 extrusive rock", from vVashington',
tables, that carry HOS;, or more of normative Ab !-Or 1-1\e have been pbttecl; the
areas of high density show a marked similarity to the positi,ms of the Jow-tempera-
ture re~iorH:; of the Rynthctic :sy:--;tml1and ~Hlgge:~t that Illauy undersaturated rocks
are derived by fractional erystaIlization from a traehytic magma.

Ii/troduction

T HIS paper is mainly concerned with the presentation and discussion
of phase-equilibrium relationships in the system KAISi04 (kalsilite),

?\aAISi04 (nepheline), NaAISi30s (albite), KAISi30s (orthoclase), H20.
This system is part of the system Si02-KAISiO,r XaAISi04 which Bowen
(1937) named 'Petrogeny's gesidua System' because experimental
studies of silicate systems have shown that residual liquids resulting
from fractional crystallization become enricher! in alkalis and/or silica.
It is deduced that in natural magmas containing a large number of
components, fractionation will produce residual liquids enriched in
alkalis, alumina, and siliea. The salic constituents, which form the
major proportion of these liquids, can be represented in composition in
the system Si02-KAISi04 -NaAISi04. Granite composition can be
represented on the silica-rich side of the alkali feldspar join, syenites on
the join, and nepheline syenitps on the silica-poor side ofthe join. These
observations have been used in support of the theory that fractional
crystalli7,ation is the main factor in differentiation of magmas to produce
certain rock types whose compositions can be represent~d within the
system Si02 KAISi04NaAlSiO!.

Schairer and Bowen (I \)3;») detel'll'inc<l thc mutual melting rclations
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of minera18 in the system Si02-KAlSi04 -NaAlSi04 awl Bowen (1937)
further discussed the applications of this syst'"'n to the origin of certain
rock types. There is, however, ample evidence from natural rocks that
water may be an important constituent of magmas and it is logical to
study the effect of water on the equilibrium relations, This has be'm
done for the silica-rich part of the system by Tuttle and Bowen (1958)
and the present work is concerned with the silica-poor part of the
system or what may be calld the 'phonolite' or 'nepheline syenite'
system.

At an early stage in this study it \V<1',agre:~d that work should be
restricted to the sodium-rich part of the system since R F. Fudali of
Pennsylvania State University had begun an investigation of the
potassium-rich part of the system, The equilibrium diagram shown in
fig. 1 is very similar tD the preliminary diagram published by one of us
(Hamilton, HJ(1) but th() present diagram incorporates the data ob-
tained by Dr. Fudali for the potassium-rich part of the system. The
diagram was drawn in consultation with Dr. Furlali and the present
authors ar() grateful to hin~ for his collaboration in providing the data for
the potassium-ri8h part of tlw diagr.rn.

E.rperil/le!l!allllethod,'

The method of making homogeneous g21s use! as sLuting mati~rials for
the experimental studies has been deseribel in previous publications
(Hamilton and Mac Ken:r,ie, 1950: Hamilton, 19(1) and is an adaptation
of the method of Roy (1955).

A total of thirty-five compositions were pr~~pa/'(d initially e:1<:hweigh-
ing 5 grams. In a few cases intermediate compositions were prepared
by making mechanical mixtures of weighed amounts of two adjacent
compositions. Cold seal pressure vessels (Tuttle, 1(19) were used for
all the experiments and the s0aled-tube technique (Goransen, 1(31)
was adopted to ensure that no le:1Ching of the charges took place. The
thermocouples were calibrated at the melting point of zinc (419'5° C)
and sodium chloride (SD1° C) and the temperatures are estimate:! to be
within::!::5° of the values quoted. All the experiments were made at a
pressure of water of lOJD kg/cm2 anI the water pressure is estimated to
have been kept within =:l:20 kg/cmt of t~is value throughout e'wh ex-
periment.

Identification of the phas:~s pres::nt in the produds of eleh experi-
ment was made by means of a petrographie micnJHcope it,d in some
cases X-ray diffraction patterns were reeorded using a Philip:, high-
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angle diffractometer. The compositions of the feldspars were deter-
mined from the position of the 201 reflection in X-ray diffraction pat-
terns (Bowen and Tuttle, 1950) using KBr03 as an internal standard
(Orville, 1958). Nepheline compositions were also determined from

70
P

Hf'
~ 1000 kg lem2

WEIGHT %

FIG. 1. The equilibrium diagram for part of the system NaAISi04-KAISiO.-Si02-

H20 at PH,o = 1000 kg/em' projeeted on to the anhydrous base. ., ~ liquidus
temperatures determined in the present work. . ~. liquidus temperatures deter-
mined by Pudali or by Tuttle and Rowen (I!Ji,8). rn ~ alkali feldspar minimum.
ilI = NaAlSi30cKAlSi30,-NaAISiO.-KAISi04 temperature minimum. Composi-
tion of 31 ~ Ke50Ks19QZ31' Temperature of 31 ~ 750".~ T. The position of the
boundary separating the fields of nepheline solid solutions from kalsilite solid
solutions has not been determined.

X-ray powder diffraction patterns using the data of Hamilton and Mac-
Kenzie (1960) for the positions of the 2022 and 2130 reflections for
nephelines with the maximum amount of solid solution of Si02 at 700° C.
Mest of the experiments in which the nepheline compositions were
required were carried out at temperatures above 8()()O(' and an error IS
thereby introduced: this error is slllall al](l has bet'll IlPglected.
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Experimental results

(i) The li'luidus sllI:face. Quenching experiment1:\ were made on

seventeen compositions in the sodium-rich part of the 1:\ystem to deter-

mine the liquidus surface. The results of these experiments are listed in

table I and in fig. 1 is shown a projection of the liquidus surface on the

anhydrou1:\ base of the system.1 Each composition investigated in the

present study is denoted by a solid circle with a short vertical line

through it. The data on compo1:\ition1:\ on the join NaA.lSi30s KAlSi30s

are taken from Bowen and Tuttle (19fJO) and tho1:\e on the remaining

compositiOIl1:\ are from Fudali (unpubli1:\hed data). To ensure that

equilibrium was attained in all experiment1:\ two types of starting material

were used in the experiments, viz. chemical powder (or gel) and finely

crushed glass. The latter was prepared by holding a chemical powder

above its liquidus temperature, quenching the run, and grinding the

glass to a finely divided state. In most ca1:\es the liquidus temperature

determined using the chemical powder as starting material, i.e. ap-

proaching the liquidus from a low-temperature assemblage, was 50-10° U

above that obtained using the ground glass, i.e. approaching the liquidus

from a high-temperature material. This difference persisted even

though runs of up to seven days duration were made.

The most likely explanation of this discrepancy is that the melts are

extremely vi1:\cou1:\and this inhibits both the precipitation of crystals a

few degrees below the true liquidus and the solution of crystals a few

degrees above the true liquidus temperature.

(ii) The nepheline-feldspar field boundary. The position of the field

boundary, separating the nepheline field from the feldspar field,2 which

is drawn in fig. I was determined from the data given in table 1. Uom-

positions were held a few degrees below their liquidus temperature and

the product1:\ of the runs examined optically. The morphology of the

crystals was the most useful property for distinguishing feldspar from

the nepheline since the feldspar usually ha1:\ a lath or needle shape when

enclosed in glass whereas the nepheline uwally has a hexagonal or
1 Although the system under investigation

i" quaternary the effeet of snml!
amounts to H20 dissolved in the silicate liquid wi1l be neleeted here to simplify
the presentation of the data. The water eontents of the liquids hfLvenot been deter-
mined and the diagn\lns used are projections from the fiJUr component system on
to the anhydrous base: this procedure can be adopted he,'e ueeause no hydrous
111ineraJsarc considered although tUHlIcit.edid form in a few experirnents on nephe-
Jine-rich con1poRition:-;.

2 The nepl1f>lines and fpld'''IHU's pn<'ountel'ed in this study are ternary ~olid
solutions and bina.ry solid solutions J'('.~['f-'(.ti\'(.I.v bllt for hl'oyity the \,"()!'d;-;:..;o1id
solution wil! be omitted.
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TABLE l. Critical experiments which determined the liquidus surface for COlll-
positions marked . on fig. I

Abbreviations: Feld ~feldspar, ~eph ~nepheline, P = chemical powder

Code Run Initial composition Temp. Duration Initial
no. no. ~e Ks Qz °C days condition After run

r27
5:") 5 40 900 5 P All Glass

438 55 5 40 890 4 P All Glass
434 55 5 40 880 2 P Glass and Feld

2
(435 50 10 40 875 2 P All Glass

\ 418 :30 10 40 865 2 P Gh1SS and Fcld

3 1352 45 15 40 8(j() 4 I' All Glass
346 45 1.5 40 850 2 P Glass and Feld

4 f 343 40 20 40 8:35 I P A II Glass

l :307 40 20 40 848 1 Glass G lass and rare Feld
49G 6:3 0 3.5 850 2 P All Glass
501 G- O 35 840 3 P Glass and B'eldD

] I IG[)I GO f> 35 8,30 3 Glmn; AII Glass
657 liO fj :35 840 2 Glass (ilass and Feld

C83
5;3 10 35 84.5 1 Glass All Glass

12 ]84 ~'55 10 35 840 I P G Jass and rare Feld
G8;) 5;"> 10 35 8a5 4 Glass G Jass and Feld

8J .50 15 35 840 2 P All Glass

]3 (G8fJ 50 15 :3:; 8ao a Glass All Glass
l6fJ4 iiO lfi 35 825 4 Glass Glass and Feld

C!)[) 4-:; 20 :3[) 825 I P Glass & rare Feld
]4- J(J4- 45 20 a5 825 I Class All G Jass

IjfJ8 4-5 20 3[) 820 :3 Glass Glass and Feld

(""
40 2;) a.; 84-[) 2 (jlass All Glass--.

l:) 712 40 25 35 8:35 2 l' GJass ,md ral'e
Feld

723 40 2;3 :3ii 8aO 2 Glass Glass and Feld

IG 1221 a5 ao a,; 8G;; 2 P All Glass
224 3;; 30 3;; S5.5 I Glass Glass and rare

Feld
;)tiG 62-fi oj 32'5 835 7 Glass All Glass
5G;) 62.;; ;') 32.;; 83;', 7 P Glass and rare

Feld and Xeph
547 62.;; ,'} 32.;; 825 4 P Glass and Feld

and Keph
6.50 57,;3 10 32'0 825 3 Cna8s All Glass
5G3 57.5 JO 32.5 815 4 Glass Glass and rare

crystals
(HiI 57,;; 10 a2.[) 800 2 Glass mass and FeJd

and ="eph
;)45 47.;) 20 3N, 810 P All Glass
li;;:; 47.5 20 32.5 7fJ5 2 Glass Glass and Feld

and Neph



THE :-;YSTElr xaAIsio4 -KAISio4 Si02 --H2O :JHJ

TABLE I (cunt.)

Code Hun Initialcomposition Temp. Duration Initial

no. no. Ne Ks Qz C days condition After run

F
65 5 30 840 4 l' Glass and rare

X eph
21 65 5 30 840 4 Glass All Glass

3\)7 65 <'5 30 832 2 Glass Glass and ~eph
and Feld

C"

55 L3 30 7\)5 3 P Glass and rare
~ephand Feld

23 610 .~;) L3 30 7\).5 3 Glass All Glass

612 55 15 30 780 3 Gla.ss Glass and ~eph

and Feld

{:::
50 20 30 800 i! P Glass and rare

Crystals
24 :30 20 :30 700 2 CilasRAll Glass

(j83 50 20 30 780 2 Glass Glass and rare
Xeph

rectangular outline (Plate IX). A few compositions close to the field
boundary precipitated both nepheline and feldspar and it was not pos-
sible in such cases to teJl which was the primary ph'1se or to be certain if
the composition lay exactly on the field boundary. The field boundary as
shown in fig. 1 is almost a straight line, but if it were possible to locate its
position more accurately it would probably have some slight curvature.

The position and melting temperature of the ternary minimum (2li)
was determined approximately from the isotherms clos() to the field
boundary. By mixing two or more compositions several att()mpts were
made to prepare a composition which had no interval of melting; such
a composition would indicate exactly the composition of the minimum
and its melting point. The smallest interval of melting determined from
these mixtures was 150 C which could have been due to either (a) th3
the mixtures not having the exact composition of the minimum, or
(b) non-equilibrium difficulties which have already been mentioned.

The composition of the minimum was more accurately located by using
three-phase boundaries and this is described below.

(iii) Conjugation lines, three-phrtse boundaries, and crystallization

curves. Crystallization in the sodium-rich part of this system cannot be
discussed until conjugation lines and three-phase" boundaries have
been determined. Bowen (lH15) and Osborn and Schairer (1941) have
discussed the methods of locating three-phase boundaries. The methods
used in the present study are described below.

(a) Conjugation lilies. To determine the position of a conjugation line,

the composition of the solid phase in equilibrium with liquid must be
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found. X-ray methods are available for finding the composition of
alkali feldspars and the nepheline solid solutions in this system. In
many systems it is possible to determine directly the composition of a
glass from its refractive index but in the present case this would be very
inaccurate because of the small variations in refractive index with
composition. An accurate method of determining the liquid composi-
tions is to hold a charge a few degrees below its liquidus temperature so
that the percentage of crystals in equilibrium with liquid is small, say
]

'X) of crystals. The liquid composition is then virtually identical with
that of the starting material, and a line from the solid phase composition
to the bulk composition is a very close approximation to the required
conjugation line. In the present study it is necessary to have between
5 '~{)and 10 % crystals present to determine their composition from an
X -ray powder diffraction pattern so that a different method of locating
the liquid composition must be used.

The temperature drop below the liquidus temperature necessary to
produce the required proportion of crystals in the present work varies
depending on the original bulk composition: in some cases as much as
2,,)"C drop in temperature is required. The conjugation line is drawn

from the crystal composition through the bulk composition and pro-
duced until it intersects the liquidus isotherm for the temperature of the
experiment. The ,1ata for the determination of conjugation lines ob-
tained in this way are given in table II and their slopes are represented
in fig. 2 by short heavy lines drawn through the bulk compositions to the
liquid compositions: the complete conjugatioll lines are not shown to
avoid confusioll with the three-phase boundaries represented in the same
diagram.

(6) Three-plwoe bO/lJ/darie8. Compositions for which feldspar is the

primary phase were held at successively lower temperatures until the
liquid and feldspar were joined by nepheline. The composition of
the liquid in equilibrium with both feldspar and nepheline is on the
field boundary at the point where the relevant liquidus isotherm
cuts it. 1f the composition of the feJdspar is determined a three-phase
boundarj may be drawn joining the feldspar and liquid compositions.
If enough nepheline is in the product of the run to enable its composition
to be determined, a second three-phase boundary may be drawn joining
the liquid and nepheline compositions. The two main sources of error in
this method are: (a) method of determining compositions of the solid
phase, (Ii) method of fixing the composition of thp liquid. Thp com-
positiolls of the feldspar alHI npphelinp were determined by the X-ray



'l'A BLE 11. gunK which detcrmine conjugation lines

G
--

glass. Feld
-

feldspar, Ne ~nepheline

Code Run Initial cOInpoKition Tcmp. Duration, Results with composition
no. no. ""e Ks Qz 0C da~!s of C'rystalline phase

I 431 55 f, 40 S75 :2 0+ Fold (Or35 Au.65)
2 6S0 50 10 40 SHO 2 G + ~'eld (Or'O'5 Aus.,)
3 3HO 45 15 40 S50 2 C+Feld (Or200 Au,oo)

SIS 42.5 17.;, 40 S35 2 o + Feld (Or2,.0 Auno)
4 HS6 40 20 40 S40 4 G 1 Feld (Or3S5 AU,a.5)

II 700 (jO 5 35 S;~5 ;{ o +Feld (Or25 AU"'5)
12 709 5ij 10 30 Slo 2 G 1 Feld (Or'5 Au.2.5)
13 713 50 15 3;") S05 4 G + Feld (Or'S5 AU"5)
14 509 45 20 ;~5 SIO 2 G i-Fold (Or41'5Ab5S5)
15 729 40 25 ;~5 S20 :2 01 Feld ((h'645 Au355)
21 :n7 H5 5 30 S;~O 3 G+~e ( ~eH7'oKS'10 QZ9)
;n H40 70 5 2;'", S70 2 O+No (Ne'54 KS65 Qz,,)

32 641 H5 10 2;) S70 2 G+Ne (;'I;e830 KS"8 QZ"2)
33 409 HO 15 :2r, S(;5 i3 G l1'\e (;'I;'e"'6 KR"'5 QZ6")
34 ;")IS no 20 25 S40 2 C+Ne (:-;e'9'2 KS14., QZ6.0)
30 412 W 25 2[) SHo 5 G~-Ne (Ne"., KR"5 QZ4')

methodH and in the case of fl'ldHpar thiH method iHprobably accurate to
:1:1.5 % Or and for the nephelineH about :::!::2'/,) Ne. There is, however
an alternative way of finding the composition of the liquid, which does
not depend on an accurate knowledge of the isotherms and is therefore
considered more accurate than that described above.

Compositions for which feldspar iHthe primary phase and which lie
fairly close to the nepheline feldspar field boundary were held at suc-
cessively lower temperatures until the feldspar iH joined by nepheline.
The composition is then held a few degrees above the temperature at
which the nepheline appeared so that the product consists of liquid and
feldspar only. The composition of the feldspar is then determined and
the composition of the liquid is very close to the field boundary, and
assumed to lie on the field boundary at a point where a line from the
feldspar composition through the bulk composition intersects the field
boundary. The composition of the liquid is not exactly on the field
boundary but, since the fractionation curves show only a slight curva-
ture (see below) in the region close to the field boundary, no appreciable
error in the slope of the three-phase boundary will be introduced. This
point will be more fully eXplained in the section on fractionation curves.

Three-phase boundaries determined by this latter method are shown
as dashed lines in fig. 2; the data from which they were drawn are set
out in table fI r. For the sake of clarity no three-phase boundaries
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determined using the fin\t deseribed method are showu: those that were

determined are iu good agreement with the ones shown. gach three-

phase boundary in the feldspar field has a corresponding one in the

nepheline field and they meet at a point on the field boundary.

10 30 40 50 60

\VEIGHT %

20 70

FIG. 2. Three-phase boundaries and conjugation lines in part of the system
NaAISi04-KAISiO.-Si02-Hi> at Pu,o ~ lOOO kg/cm' projeeted on to the anhy-
drOlls base. The dashed lines represent three- phase boundaries and the short thick
lines represent the direction of conjugation lines. The dat" used for drawing these
are given in tables IT and nr respectively. The numbered points correspond to the
code numbers for compositions as given in table r. The line marked 700" is an
approximfLtion to the limit of nepheline solid solution at this tempel'ature. 1n ~
alkali feldspar minimum. J[ ,~ "fLAISi30s--KAISi30,-:,aAISi04-KAISi04 tempera-
ture minimum. X == iutersection of the nepheline-feldspar field bouJ)(],uy and the

three-phase boundary fromm.

These two lines together with a straight line ]OlI1lllg the relevant
nepheline and feldspar compositions define a three-phase triangle. By
a careful examination of the three-phase boundaries it is possible to
fix the position of the 'ternary' minimum (.lit in figs. 1, 2, 3) more ac-
curately than by usiug the isotherms on the liquidus surface. The
liquid apex of the three-phase triangle points in the direction of falling
temperature on the field boundary. The composition of the minimum
determined in this way was found to be Ke50Ks19Qz31 at PH,o = 1000
kg/cm2 and 7500~ 7° C.

One further check on the composition of the minimum was earried
out. Any composition for which the nepheline-feldspar tie-line passes
through the minimum will begin to melt at the temperature of the
minimum and thus compositions for whicl! the nepheline-feldspar tie-
line passes close to the minimaJ1l wi]! begin to melt a few degrees above



Run no. Initial ('omposition Temp. Duration, Results with ('omposition
Xc Ks Qz C days of crystalline phase

74H 55 f) 40 HlO 2 G"-Feld (01'60 Ab94 0)
8;,:~ 45 H, 40 775 4 G-+ Feld (01'243 Ab75.,)
867 42.5 17-:', 40 770 2 G -t Feld (01'310 Ab690)
857 40 20 40 770 f) G+Feld (Ch'365Ab635)
507 5.5 10 35 705 2 G+ Feld (01'100 Ab900)
800 60 16 :~ii 77;, 2 G +Feld (01'215 Ab7Hs)
843 46 20 36 7HO 2 G ~Feld (01'400 Ab60,,)
736 40 25 3- 700 2 G + ~'eld (Or'58 0 Abl2o)D
385 6~ i5 :m H25 3 G +);e (Ne"'2 KSS'3 (~Z8')

.)

820 70 {) 2.5 H2O 2 G-'-Nc (Ke"'6 KS45 QZH.9)
81.5 65 10 2.5 810 2 G-t Xe (NeH3, KS9.0 QZ"5)
811 60 ]5 25 775 2 G I );e (Ne".o KSll'O Qz,o)

847 .Sf> 20 2{> 700 4 G ~Ne (="'e,".4 KSj4-8 QZ5.H)
538 50 25 2.') 700 2 G+Ke, (Ne".., KS17'5 Qz,.j)
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the temperature of the minimum. The temperatures of beginniJlg of
melting were determined for the following compositions: Xe45Ks15Qz4o,

NC40KszoQZ40' Ne50Ks15Qz35' I'Ie45Ks2oQz35' and Ne6oKs15Qz25' and these

were all within 20° of 7500 C. From the data in table III it can be seen
that the temperatures at which nepheline just disappears for the first
four of these compositions are 7750 C, 7700 C, 7750 C, and 78()0 C: the
feldspar just disappears for the composition Ke6oKs15Qz25 at 7750 C.
Thus it is clear that the feldspar-nepheline tie lines for these com-
positions must pass close to the composition of the minimum.

TABLE III. Huns which determine three-phase boundaries by liquid just reaching
field boundary

(Water-vapour pressure =c 1000 kg/em2)

G == glass, Feld == feldspar, Ne c= nepheliue

(c) Fractiouation curves. Fig. 3 shows curves of perfect fractionation

constructed from the available data on the conjugation lines, the con-
jugation lines being tangents to the fractionation curves. The fractiona-
tion curves in the nepheline field are nearly straight lines: it is improbable
that any course of perfect fractionation where solid solution is involved
wj]] be a straight line, so it is likely that the courses offractional crystal-
lization in the nepheline field are slightly curved but that the method
used to determine them was not accurate enough to show this. The
fractionation curves in the feldspar field are curved for much of their
length but near to the field boundary they are approximately straight
lines. Thus for a particular composition, the feldspar in equilibrium
with liquid a few degrees above the field boundary has virtually the
same composition as the feldspar in equilibrium with liquid plus nepheline
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when the liquid just !"('aches the fidd boundary. Thp accuracy of the
previously deseriberl method of determining three-phase boundaries
depends on this property. One fraetionation eurve in fig. 3 is shown as a
straight line extending from the point m to the point N on the nepheline-
feldspar fielrl bounrlary.

WEIGHT %

FIG. 3. Fnwtionation c:urve8 in part of the NaA1Si04-KA1SiOcRi02-H 20 system

at I'u,o ~ 1000 kg em2 projeeted on to the anhydrous bitsI'. See text for details of

the construction of the curves.

This fractionation eurve 1S unique l!l that its high-temperature
extremity does not begin from either of the eomponents XaAISiaOs or

KAISiaOs but rather it extends from the point IY/,the minimum of the
system XaAISiaOsKAISia08-H20 at PIl,() ~= WOOkg/em2: it is exaetly
analogous to a similar fractionation eurve in the system ~aAISia08-
KAISiaOs-Si02-H20 (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958). Any liquid eomposition
adjaeent to this unique fractionation curve will under conditions of
perfeet fraetionation ehange composition along a line almost parallel to
the unique fractionation curve until it reaches the nepheline- feldspar
fidd boundary and any liquid composition which falls exactly on the
curve must remain on it until it reaches the nepheline-feldspar field
boundary.

In this system any departure from a straight line of this unique
fractionation curve must be slight but experimentally no departure from
linearity can be deteeted. This is discussed more fully below.

A few curves of perfect equilibrium crystallization were eonstructed in
the feldspar field. The method used to determine these curves was as
follows. A given composition was crystallized at a series of temperatures
and the composition of the feldspar in equilibrium with liquid was
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detel'/nilled hy the X-ray mt'thod. Th(. composition of the liquid iHtaken
at the point where the lint' joining the solid phase composition to the
bulk composition intersects the isotherm for the experiment. The
equilibrium curve is the line joining the series of liquid compositions
determined in this way. A number of equilibrinm curves were deter-
mined in the feldspar field and their shapes were nearly identical with
the fractionation curves shown in fig. 3 and for this reason they are not
plotted. The similarity between the fractionation curves and the
equilibrium curves may be accounted for by the small range in tempera-
ture between the feldspar join and the feldspar-nepheline field boundary.

(iv) The 11111;quefractionation curve. In their discussion of the system

pseudowollastonite-akermanite -gehlenite, Osborn and Schairer (1941)
made it clear that the unique fractionation curve extending from the
binary minimum in the system akermanite-gehlenite did not intersect
the boundary, between the field of melilite solid solution and pseudo-
wollastonite, at the ternary minimum. These authors stressed that in a
system of this type the intersection may occnr at any place on the field
boundary and if it occurred at the ternary minimum it would be a
unique ease. Tuttle and Bowen (1958), in their study of the system

NaAISi30s-KAISi30s-Si02-Hl), re-emphasized this statement by
Osborn and Schairer and used the term 'thermal valley' to describe what
we have called here the 'unique fractionation curve'. In a recent text-
book, F. G. Smith (1962) has drawn a theoretical diagram of a system of
the same type in which the binary minimum is joined to the ternary
minimum by a straight line which cuts a number offractionation curves;
this line he de3cribed as a therm:1l valley. Art additional curved line
representing the unique fractionation curve is also drawn. Smith states
that 'in discussing compositional changes in the residual liquid of sys-
tems fractionating by crystalliilation, the thermal valley has less signi-
ficance than the singular fractionation curve'.

The present writers have been unable to find any justification for the
straight line joining the binary minimum to the ternary minimum and
we have therefore assumed that the thermal valley on the liquidus
surface is coincident with the unique fractionation curve and that the
two terms may be used as synonyms.

Osborn and Schairer (1941) could not detect experimentally any
departure from a straight line in a unique fractionation curve of similar
type to that considered here but these authors state that it seemS im-
probable that any fractionation curve within a t3rnary solid solution field
can be a straight line over its entire length. MacKenzie and Carmichael

Q
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(unpubliKhed work) unsucccsKfully attempted to prove that a unique
fractionation curve of this type, in a Kystem with a ternary liquid and a
binary solid solution, will be a straight line over its entire length. Car-
michael (1963) has noted that if the thermal valley in the system

NaAlSiaOs-KAlSiaOs-Si02-H20 is a straight line it will be an effective
'thermal barrier', since it will be a three-phase boundary as well as a frac-
tionation curve and hence liquids crystallizing under equilibrium condi-
tions cannot cross it: we have already noted that liquids crystallizing
under conditions of perfect fractionation cannot cross this curve and hence,
although it is a low-temperature valley, this curve may provide an effec-
tive barrier to the crossing of liquids if it is a straight line: if it has only a
slight curvature, liquids will not be able to cross it very far. Thus liquids
whose compositions fall on the potassium-rich side of the thermal valley
are likely to have been derived from liquids initially even richer in potas-
sium, rather than from sodium-rich liquids. The importance of this
observation will become apparent in the following section.

Petrological considerations

The phase diagram in fig. 1 is very similar to the equivalent part of
the dry system investigated many years ago by Schairer and Bowen
(1935), the main difference being the considerable reduction in the size of
the leucite field: this was of course anticipated from the work of Bowen
and Tuttle (1950) on the system NaAlSiaOs-KAlSiaOs-H20. As a result
of this reduction in the leucite field the nepheline--feldspar field boundary
coverK a greater part of the diagram than in the dry Kystem and it is
relatively easy to determine that there is a minimum on this field
boundary and hence the invariant point iK a reaction point and not a
eutectic. Schairer and Bowen (1935) showed this as a reaction point in
the dry system but Schairer published a new diagram of this system in
1950 indicating that it was a ternary eutectic because he was unable to
be certain in these very viscous dry melts that a minimum existed on
the field boundary (personal communication from Dr. Schairer). A

'number of workers have reproduced the later diagram although from
the present work it appears that the original diagram was probably
correct.

Bowen (1937) drew attention to the low-temperature trough extending
from the quartz-feldspar field boundary to the nepheline-feldspar field
boundary and showed that a large number of analyses of rocks, pre-
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HlImed to f'('I)J'PHPlitthp laHt fractiollH of fractional <'I'YHtallizatioll of
igneous magmas, plotted ill thiH low-tpmperature trough. More recently
Tilley (195.';) has noted that the distribution of average analyses of
certain undersaturated rocks correspond to 11line approximating to the
35 % Qz composition in this system and these fall fairly close to the

feldspar-nepheline field boundary or its extension in the present system.
It is known that the leucite field is further reduced with increased
pressure of water and so the average leucite phonolite composition
Tilley, 1958) may also 1ie close to the extended nepheline--feldspar field
boundary and only enter the leucite field on the release of pressure of
water.

The thermal barrier provided by the feldspar join crossing the low-
temperature trough can be seen to be still operative in this system at

PII,O = lOOO kg/cm2 since the minimum in the system NaA1SiaOs-
KA1SiaOs-Si02-H20 is at 715° C and the minimum on the alkali
feldspar join at the same pressure of water is at 8650 C. In their now
classic studies of the system NaA1SiaOs-KA1SiaOs-Si02-H20, Tuttle and
Bowen (1958) found a striking correspondence between the position of
the minimum in the synthetic system and the convergence field of rock
compositions plotted on the same diagram using all the superior analyses
in Washington's tables (1\Jl7) which contained more than 80 % of norma-
tive quartz + albite:- orthoclase. It was impossible from these data alone
to decide whether the controlling factor in determining the position of
these points was that the liquids were from fractional crystallization of
more basic liquids or from fractiollal melting of rocks of random compo-
sition (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958). A similar study has been made here by
selecting from Washington's tables (1\Jl 7) rocks which have 80 % or
more of normative nephelinel-aJbite+orthoclase: these were recalcu-
lated to 100 % of nepheline + kalsilite-l quartz and plotted in the
triangular diagram QJ\-NeKs.

Fig. 4 shows a contoured frequency diagram of a plot of 102 analyses
of plutonic rocks and fig. 5 shows a similar plot of 122 analyses of
extrusive rocks. Different methods of counting the points result in
slightly diffe~ent contours chiefly because of the limited number of
analyses used: however, these differences are only in detail and the
correspondence between the concentration of points representing rock
analyses and the low-temperature region on the liquidus surface of this
system is quite striking. In both diagrams the field boundaries between
the fields of leucite, nepheline, and feldspar have been drawn in from
fig, I and the alkali feldspar join is also drawn: the minimum on the
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f('ldsl'al' joill alld that Oil th(' 1l<'l'h('lill(' tddsl'al' ti('ld bOlilldal'Y at

1'11,0 1000 kgjcl1l~ an' f'('I'f'('scntPd by ('t'oss('s.
Preliminary expeTinwnts by MI'. Derek Taylol' of Manchester Univer-

sity in this systcm at Pn,o 200() kgjcm2 in(licate that the effect of

Qz

Ne 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 Ks

FIG. 4. Contour diagram illustrating the distribution of analyses of 102 plutonic
rocks in Washington's tablcs (If)] 7) that cfUry 80% or more of normative AbC- Or-L

.:\e.

further increasing the pressure of water is to cause the nepheline-feldspar
field boundary to move away from the felclspar join and it is thus some-
what surprising that very few analyses in figs. 4 and 5 plot far below the
field boundary, as determined at PH,() = lOOO kgjcm2.

It is most unlikely that many of those rocks represented in these
diagrams can be the result of fractional melting of sediments as this
would require a most unusual composition for the sediments. There is
thus very strong evidence that liquids resulting from fractional crystal-
li,mtion are involved in the genesis of many of the rocks of the nepheline-
syenite clan.
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There are a few rocks whose compositions plot well away from the
thermal valley and some of these are undoubtedly of metasomatic origin,
e.g. a corundum nepheline syenite from Renfrew, Ontario, is probably in
this category.

Qz

Ne 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 Ks

FIG. 5. Contour diagram illustrating the distribution of analyses of ] 22 extrusive
rocks in Washington's tables (19]7) that carry 80% or more of normative Ab+Oi'+

Ne.

Carmichael and MacKem:ie (1963) in an experimental study of syn-
thetic liquids of composition similar to pantellerites (peralkaline
rhyolites) coneluded that these would be the normal products of frac-
tional crystallization of a trachytic liquid assuming the plagioclase
effect (Bowen, 1945) to have operated. The alternative course of
fractional crystallization of trachytic liquids is towards phonolites, and
using the same reasoning as given by Carmichael and MacKenzie (HJ63),
these phonolites should show a molecular excess of Na20 and A120a.
Of the total of 122 analyses of extrusive rocks plotted in fig. 4, forty have
normative acmite testifying to this molecular excess of Na20 over

A120a: these forty analyses have the same general distribution with
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respect to the minimum at Pn,o = 1000 kg/cm2 as the remainder of the
analyses although they might be expected to show a tendency to plot
towards the potassium-rich side of the minimum.

Most of the rocks whose compositions are well removed from the
thermal valley lie on the potassium-rich side of the valley. Some of
these may have been derived from an already undersaturated potas-
sium-rich magma rather than by fractionation from a trachytic magma;
the rocks whose compositions lie on the leucite feldspar field boundary
(fig. 5) are possibly of this type. Others may lie on the potassium-rich

side of the thermal valley because the thermal valley in projection in the
system NaAISi04-KAISiOcSi02 may be modified by other constituents
of the natural melt and cannot be compared directly with the simplified
melts in the synthetic system (cf. Carmichael and MacKenzie, 1963).

There is little evidence from the positions of the plotted analyses that
many natural liquids have approached the minimum on the liquidus of
the synthetic system from nepheline-rich compositions but this may be
in part due to the nepheline-rich rocks not conforming to the limits
imposed when selecting the analyses. King and Sutherland (1960) have
noted that lavas of composition between trachyte phonolite and nephe-
linite are very rare in eastern and southern Africa and they have there-
fore suggested that the trachytes and phonolites in these regions are
products of mobilization of fenites and nepheline fenites.

The present study provides no evidence to indicate why trachytes
should in some cases differentiate to alkali rhyolite and in other cases to
phonolite. Bowen (1928) stressed the importance of incongruent melting
compounds in providing alternative lines of descent in fractional
crystallization and in the case of the alkaline rocks he proposed that
the crystallization of leucite provided a possible mechanism for the
production of both oversaturated and undersaturated liquids. Tilley
(1958) further suggested that a certain flexibility might be introduced
into the crystalliLmtion of alkaline rocks by the presence of the in-
congruent melting compound aegirine. It does seem very probable that
the nature of the ferromagnesian mineral does control the future course
of crystallization of trachytic liquids, but the answer to this problem
must await further investigation and this is at present being carried out
in Manchester University.
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EXPLANATION' TO PLATE

PLATE IX

Photomiorograph of a charge showing nep:leline and feldspar orystals III glass,

X 1200.
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